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(A) But a large number of complaints of adulteration have been pouring in from

various parts of country.

(B) Because with the price of Arhar rising beyond reach of many consumers, local

traders are mixing it with the cheap and low quality Khesari pulse that was banned by

the government in 1961.

(C) Experts say Khesari dal contains di-amino-pro-pionic acid which could lead to

paralysis of the lower body.

(D) But traders have begun selling it to cash in on the Arhar crisis.

(E) This pulse was once used as cattle feed, but its side-effects were found to be so

dangerous that the practice was stopped.

(F) It could even cause numbness in the limbs and spine.

(G) Today Dal is not just costly, it may well be harmful.
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DAY- 3

Which of the phrases given against the

sentence should replace the word/phrase

given in bold in the sentence to make it

grammatically correct? In the sentences is

correct as it is given and no correction is

required, select ‘No correction required’ as

the answer.
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Q.1

It is early days yet prediction for about how the

monsoon would fare.

1) prediction for yet about

2) yet for about prediction

3) about prediction for yet

4) yet for predictions about

5) No correction required
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Q.2

Centered discussed around issues, a central

legislation could help speed up programmes to link or

clean rivers.

(1)centrally discussed around

(2)discussions centered around

(3)discussions centrally around

(4)around centered discussions

(5)No correction required
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Q.3

They won the match fare and square.

(1)fair and square

(2)fairly and square

(3)fair square

(4)fair not square

(5)No correction required
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